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INTRODUCTION: Vertebrate development com-
prises multiple complex morphogenetic pro-
cesses that shape the embryonic body plan
through self-organization of pluripotent stem
cells and their descendants. Because mamma-
lian embryogenesis proceeds in utero, it is dif-
ficult to study the dynamics of these processes,
includingmuch-needed analysis at the cellular
andmolecular level. Various three-dimensional
stem cell systems (“embryoids”) have been de-
veloped to circumvent this impediment. The
most advanced models of post-implantation
development achieved so far are gastruloids,
mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)–derived

aggregates with organized gene expression
domains but lacking proper morphogenesis.

RATIONALE: To advance the current models,
we explored the usage of Matrigel, an extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) surrogate. During em-
bryonic development, the ECM provides
essential chemical and mechanical cues. In
vitro, lower percentages of Matrigel can drive
complex tissue morphogenesis in organoids,
which led us to use Matrigel embedding in
various media conditions to achieve higher-
order embryo-like architecture inmESC-derived
aggregates.

RESULTS:We found that embedding of 96-hour
gastruloids in 5% Matrigel is sufficient to in-
duce the formation of highly organized “trunk-
like structures” (TLSs), comprising the neural
tube and bilateral somites with embryo-like
polarity. This high level of self-organizationwas
accompanied by accumulation of the matrix
protein fibronectin at the Matrigel-TLS inter-
face and the transcriptional up-regulation of
fibronectin-binding integrins and other cell
adhesion molecules. Chemical modulation of
signaling pathways active in the developing
mouse embryo [WNT and bone morpho-
genetic protein (BMP)] resulted in an excess
of somites arranged like a “bunch of grapes.”
Comparative time-resolved single-cell RNA
sequencing of TLSs and embryos revealed that
TLSs follow the same stepwise gene regulatory
programs as the mouse embryo, comprising
expression of critical developmental regula-
tors at the right place and time. In particular,
trunk precursors known as neuromesodermal
progenitors displayed the highest differentia-
tion potential and continuously contributed to
neural and mesodermal tissue during TLS for-
mation. In addition, live imaging demonstrated
that the segmentation clock, required for rhyth-
mic deposition of somites in vivo, ticks at an
embryo-like pace in TLSs. Finally, a proof-of-
principle experiment showed thatTbx6-knockout
TLSs generate ectopic neural tubes at the expense
of somite formation, mirroring the embryonic
phenotype.

CONCLUSION: We showed that embedding of
embryonic stem cell–derived aggregates in
an ECM surrogate generates more advanced
in vitro models that are formed in a process
highly analogous to embryonic development.
Trunk-like structures represent a powerful tool
that is easily amenable to genetic, mechanical,
chemical, or other modulations. As such, we
expect them to facilitate in-depth analysis of
molecular mechanisms and signaling networks
that orchestrate embryonic development as well
as studies of the ontogeny ofmutant phenotypes
in the culture dish. The scalable, tractable, and
highly accessible nature of the TLS makes it
a complementary in vitro platform for decipher-
ing the dynamics of the molecular, cellular, and
morphogenetic processes that shape the post-
implantation embryo, at an unprecedented
spatiotemporal resolution.▪
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“Bunches of grapes”

Engineering the embryonic trunk in a dish. Embedding of mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC) aggregates
in an extracellular matrix (ECM) enables generation of trunk-like structures (TLSs) with an in vivo–like
architecture including gut, and neuromesodermal progenitor (NMP)–derived neural tube and somites.
Comparative single-cell RNA sequencing revealed that TLS cell states and differentiation dynamics match
those of the embryo. Chemical modulation and genetic manipulation highlight the utility of the TLS as a
scalable, tractable, and accessible model for investigating mid-gestational embryogenesis. FN1, fibronectin.
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Post-implantation embryogenesis is a highly dynamic process comprising multiple lineage decisions and
morphogenetic changes that are inaccessible to deep analysis in vivo. We found that pluripotent mouse
embryonic stem cells (mESCs) form aggregates that upon embedding in an extracellular matrix
compound induce the formation of highly organized “trunk-like structures” (TLSs) comprising the
neural tube and somites. Comparative single-cell RNA sequencing analysis confirmed that this process
is highly analogous to mouse development and follows the same stepwise gene-regulatory program.
Tbx6 knockout TLSs developed additional neural tubes mirroring the embryonic mutant phenotype,
and chemical modulation could induce excess somite formation. TLSs thus reveal an advanced
level of self-organization and provide a powerful platform for investigating post-implantation
embryogenesis in a dish.

V
ertebrate post-implantation development
comprises a multitude of complex mor-
phogenetic processes resulting from self-
organization of stem cells and their
descendants shaping the embryonic

body plan (1). Recently developed stem cell
models represent powerful platforms for
deconstructing the dynamics of these processes
in vitro (1, 2). The most advanced models in
terms of developmental stage are gastruloids,
self-organizing mESC aggregates that form
elongating structures that comprise postocci-
pital embryo derivatives of all three germ layers
but lack proper morphogenesis (1–3). In vivo,
the extracellular matrix (ECM) provides chem-
ical signals and exerts mechanical constraints
via the basementmembrane,whichhas a critical
role in tissue morphogenesis (4, 5). In vitro,
Matrigel can serve as an ECM surrogate, and
embedding of gastruloids in 10% Matrigel
allowed the formation of a string of somite-

like structures with anterior-posterior polarity
(6). Lower percentages of Matrigel facilitated
complex morphogenesis in organoids (7).

Matrigel embedding drives
trunk-like morphogenesis

To achieve more advanced embryo-like mor-
phogenetic features in gastruloids, we used
Matrigel with various media conditions (Fig. 1A).
To facilitate high-throughput characteriza-
tion and quantification, we generated mESCs
with T::H2B-mCherry (hereafter TmCH) and
Sox2::H2B-Venus (hereafter Sox2VE) reporters,
marking the mesodermal (ME) or neural (NE)
lineage, respectively (fig. S1A). Embedding of
96-hour aggregates in 5% Matrigel resulted in
segmentation in the TmCH+ ME domain and
formation of a Sox2VE+ neural tube–like
structure (Fig. 1, A to C, fig. S1, B and C, and
movies S1 and S2). The vast majority of struc-
tures [hereafter referred to as trunk-like struc-
tures (TLSs)] elongated and formed a TmCH+

pole at the posterior end, with segmentation
occurring in about half of the TLSs (Fig. 1D).
Whole-mount in situ hybridization for Tcf15 and
Uncx confirmed somite identity and revealed
embryo-like anterior-posterior polarity (Fig. 1E)
(8). In 61% of the segmented TLSs, bilateral
somites were observed (fig. S1D). Additional
WNT activation using CHIR99021 (hereafter
TLSC) or combined with bone morphogenetic
protein (BMP) inhibition by LDN193189 (here-
after TLSCL) improved the physical separation
of neighboring segments without affecting
TmCH+ pole formation or elongation (Fig. 1, A
to D, and fig. S1, E to H) and resulted in an ex-
cess of segments at the anterior end, arranged
like a “bunch of grapes” (Fig. 1, B, C, and F) (9).

Moreover, the ME domain expanded at the
expense of the NE compartment, with ap-
parent disorganization of the posterior end
and neural tissue (Fig. 1B and fig. S1, G and
H). This phenotype has not been observed in
vivo and may be explained by shifting the
lineage choice of neuromesodermal progeni-
tors (NMPs)—bipotent cells giving rise to both
postoccipital NE and ME (10)—toward ME
as a result of dominant WNT signaling. In ad-
dition, TmCH+/Sox2VE+ putative NMPs were re-
duced, as confirmed by flow cytometry (fig. S1I).
Phalloidin and N-cadherin staining dem-

onstrated that the cells of the neural tube and
somites of TLS, TLSC, and TLSCL show proper
apicobasal polarity, a characteristic of epithelial
tissues, with F-actin and N-cadherin accumu-
lating at the apical side (Fig. 1, G and H, and
fig. S2, A and B). In gastruloids, by contrast,
F-actin distribution appeared random and or-
ganized epithelial structures were not detected
(fig. S2C).
Whole-mount immunofluorescence analysis

of FOXA2andSOX17, transcription factors char-
acteristic for endoderm, revealed gut formation
in a subset of TLSs (fig. S3, A to D). Cells at the
posterior base were SOX17-negative but coex-
pressed FOXA2 with high levels of TmCH (fig.
S3B).Ourdata show that embedding inMatrigel
is both necessary and sufficient to drive com-
plex, embryo-like tissue morphogenesis of the
three embryonic germ layers.
We next performed a detailed morphomet-

ric analysis of TLSs and their substructures.
The data demonstrate reproducibility of the
three protocols with respect to size and shape
of the whole structure, somites, and neural
tube, whereas the gut-like structure showsmore
variation (fig. S3E and fig. S4, A to D). Time-
resolved whole-structure morphometry showed
similar morphogenetic changes over time (fig.
S4B). TLSs in general were larger than gastru-
loids (fig. S4A). Comparisons of thedifferent TLS
protocols revealed that, relative toTLS, TLSC and
TLSCL were slightly larger and formed more
somites, whereas their neural domains were
reduced in length and narrowed toward the
anterior end (fig. S4, A to D). In all protocols,
somites were similar in shape but smaller than
their embryonic counterparts (fig. S4D).
To assess whether the segmentation clock,

an oscillator involved in somitogenesis, is ac-
tive in TLSs, we performed live imaging (11). In
line with recent observations, we found that
segmentation occurs in a rhythmic fashion at
an embryo-like pace in all three TLS condi-
tions (fig. S5, A to C, and movies S3 to S5) (6).
TLSC and TLSCL showed consecutive forma-
tion of multiple somites (movies S6 to S9).

Transcriptional characterization highlights
selective responses to chemical modulation

To characterize the structures in detail at the
molecular level, we performedRNAsequencing
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(RNA-seq) analysis (fig. S6A) and found that
the TLS models the postoccipital embryo,
similar to gastruloids (Fig. 2A) (3). Relative
to TLS, both TLSC and TLSCL showed signi-
ficant up-regulation of genes involved in
(pre)somitic development [e.g., Tbx6, Msgn1,
Hes7 (8, 10, 12)] at the expense of NE marker

genes [e.g., Sox1, Pax6, Irx3 (13)], corroborat-
ing the flow cytometry and imaging results
(Fig. 2A and fig. S6, B and C). The analysis of
marker gene sets for NMPs, for their direct
descendants undergoing lineage choice (NMP
ME and NMPNE), and for committed NE and
ME cells substantiated this finding. Moreover,

TLSC and TLSCL displayed reduced expression
of markers in all clusters, including ME, rela-
tive to TLS (Fig. 2B). In contrast, on average
(pre)somiticmesoderm [(P)SM]–specificmarkers
were up-regulated, whereas intermediate ME
(IM) and lateral plateME (LPM)markers were
down-regulated in TLSC and further reduced
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Fig. 1. Generation of trunk-like structures (TLSs) with somites and a
neural tube. (A) Schematic overview: 200 to 250 mESCs were aggregated in
ultralow-attachment plates; Wnt agonist CHIR99021 (CHIR) was added
between 48 and 72 hours (3). At 96 hours, aggregates were (i) cultured as
gastruloids (3), (ii) embedded in 5% Matrigel (TLS), and (iii) treated with WNT
signaling activator CHIR99021 (CHIR) alone (TLSC), or (iv) treated with CHIR
and the BMP signaling inhibitor LDN193189 (TLSCL). The two compounds have
been reported to induce a (pre-)somitic mesoderm fate in 2D and 3D
differentiation protocols (8). (B) 3D volumetric renderings (top) and confocal
sections (bottom) of a gastruloid, TLS, TLSC, and TLSCL. Scale bars, 100 mm.
Each image is representative of at least 10 biological replicates with similar
morphology and expression patterns. (C) Segments in TLS are TmCH+ and are
positioned adjacent to the neural tube. In TLSC and TLSCL the segments are

arranged in “bunches of grapes.” Scale bars, 25 mm. Red arrowhead, neural tube;
white arrowheads, somites. (D) Quantification of morphogenetic features
in gastruloids, TLSs, TLSC, and TLSCL (see supplementary materials for scoring
criteria). (E) Segments express somitic markers Uncx and Tcf15 as shown by
whole-mount in situ hybridization. Note the characteristic stripe-like expression
pattern of Uncx in TLS due to posterior restriction, whereas Tcf15 is expressed
throughout the segments (as in the embryo). Scale bars, 100 mm. (F) In TLSC and
TLSCL, Uncx is detected throughout the segments, indicating loss of anterior-
posterior polarity. Scale bars, 100 mm. (G and H) Confocal sections showing that
cells of somites and neural tube display apical-basal polarity with NCAD and
F-actin (phalloidin) accumulating at the apical surface. Inset represents an optical
section of the neural tube shown in the main panel. Scale bars, 50 mm (G),
10 mm (H). White arrowheads, somites; red arrowheads, neural tubes.
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in TLSCL (Fig. 2B and fig. S6D) (3, 12), in line
with the known role of WNT versus BMP
signaling in PSM versus IM and LPM specifi-
cation (Fig. 2A and fig. S6D) (8).
We next searched for gene expression dif-

ferences possibly underlying improved physical
separation of somites observed in TLSC and
TLSCL. Among the most strongly up-regulated
genes relative to TLSs was Wnt6, which acts
as a somite epithelialization factor in vivo (fig.
S6E) (14). In addition, multiple ephrins and
their receptors, and other factors involved in
somite epithelialization, were up-regulated (Fig.
2C and fig. S6E) (15, 16).We observed expression
changes of selected somite polarity markers and
their inducers, in line with the role played by

WNTs, SHH, BMPs, and their antagonists in
somite compartmentalization in vivo (fig. S6,
F and G) (8, 17). Our data show that exposure
to CHIR or CHIR/LDN improved segment
boundary formation but affected somite cellular
composition.

Tissue morphogenesis and remodeling genes
are up-regulated in TLSs

Principal components analysis (PCA) indicated
a high transcriptional similarity between gas-
truloids and TLSs despite profound morpho-
logical differences (Fig. 2D). The latter are better
highlighted by gene set enrichment analysis
(GSEA),which showed thatMatrigel embedding
promotes tissuemorphogenesis and remodeling

(Fig. 2E and fig. S6H). Zooming in on embryonic
and tissue morphogenesis gene sets revealed
markers of blood vessel development among
up-regulated genes, which suggests the induc-
tion of capillary morphogenesis in TLSs (fig.
S6I). GSEA also showed an enrichment of cell
adhesion terms and overall a significant up-
regulation of corresponding marker genes in
TLSs (Fig. 2E and fig. S7, A and B). The most
pronounced increase was observed for integ-
rins, transmembrane receptors mediating cell
adhesion to theECM(important for, e.g., neural
tube formation, blood vessel development, and
segmentation) (Fig. 2F and fig. S7, A and B)
(18–21). Because binding of integrin to the
glycoprotein fibronectin (FN1) and matrix
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Fig. 2. Transcriptional characterization of TLSs. (A) Heatmap of log2(TPM +
0.01) expression (TPM, transcripts per million) of selected genes associated with
development of indicated embryonic structures in 96-hour aggregates and
120-hour gastruloids, 120-hour TLSs, 120-hour TLSC, and 120-hour TLSCL, as
measured by RNA-seq. Replicates were derived from pools of independent
biological samples (see fig. S6A for experimental setup). CE, caudal end; NMP,
neuromesodermal progenitors; PSM, presomitic mesoderm; LPM, lateral plate
mesoderm; IM, intermediate mesoderm. (B) Box plots showing distribution
of marker genes for indicated cell types (average z-score). Boxes indicate
interquartile range (IQR); whiskers extend to 1.5 × IQR from the hinge. Dots
indicate outliers. Notches are centered on the median. See data S1 for lists of
genes used for each category and statistical analysis. (C) Box plot representing
average z-score per column (pool of three replicates) for somite epithelialization
factors (see fig. S6E for individual genes). (D) PCA analysis of samples from (A)
with color coding of individual samples (dots) as in (A). PC1 and PC2 represent

the two components with highest percentage of explained variance. (E) Selected
significant terms of gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) enriched in TLSs as
compared to gastruloids at 120 hours. See data S2 for full list of significant terms
[false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05]. (F) Heatmap of scaled expression (row z-score)
and log2 FC of integrins with significantly different expression (Padj(FDR) < 0.05) in
120-hour TLSs versus gastruloids. Box plot represents z-score per column (sample),
with boxes indicating interquartile range, whiskers extending to 1.5 × IQR from the
hinge, dots showing outliers, and central line representing median. Each column
represents one of three biological replicates. See data S1 for statistical analysis. (G) 3D
maximum-intensity projection (top three images) and confocal section showing FN1
accumulation around TLS somites and neural tube (zoomed-in image, white
arrowheads). Phalloidin staining shows apical-basal polarity. Scale bars, 100 mm,
50 mm for magnification. Bottom: Light-sheet optical transversal section showing
FN1 accumulation around the somites (white asterisk) and neural tube (red asterisk) in
TLSs. Scale bar, 50 mm.
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Fig. 3. Time-resolved single-cell RNA-seq of TLSs. In total, 20,294 cells
were sampled from TLSs at 96, 108, and 120 hours (see fig. S9A for
experimental setup). (A) UMAP (uniform manifold approximation and
projection) colored by the 14 clusters identified. (B) Alluvial plot of
percentage of neuromesodermal progenitors (NMPs), posterior presomitic
mesoderm (pPSM), anterior PSM, somitic, and neural tube cells over time.
(C) NMPs coexpress Sox2 and T (top left; blending with normalized expression

threshold = 0.25) and are characterized by the highest differentiation
potential (top right; see supplementary materials for differentiation potential
calculation). NMPs coexpress T and SOX2 at 96 and 120 hours and reside
at the posterior end of the TLS (confocal sections, bottom left and
magnifications, 3D maximum-intensity projection, whole structure); white
arrowheads, NMPs. Scale bars, 50 mm for 96-hour TLS, 100 mm for 3D
maximum-intensity projection, 20 mm for magnifications.

Fig. 4. TLS differentiation trajectories. (A) UMAP colored by identified
clusters with trajectories inferred from RNA velocity. Gray arrow flows
represent calculated velocity trajectories. (B) Heatmap with scaled
expression of genes involved in somitogenesis measured in 5966 cells from
120-hour TLSs rooted in NMPs and ordered by pseudotime. (C) UMAP colored
by expression of indicated genes (left) and whole-mount in situ hybridization for
the same genes in TLS and E9.5 embryos (right). Numbers indicate the fraction of
TLSs with embryo-like expression. Scale bars, TLS, 100 mm; embryo, 200 mm.
(D) Heatmap with scaled expression of genes involved in neural development
measured in 3462 cells from 120-hour TLSs rooted in NMPs and ordered by

pseudotime (top) and UMAP colored by expression of indicated genes (bottom).
(E) Split violin plots showing expression of marker genes for primordial germ cell–
like cells (PGCLCs, left) and confocal sections of TLS showing PGCLC
specification dynamics: T/PRDM14VE double positive at 76 hours, SOX2VE-high/
DPPA3+ PGCLCs at 108 hours, and DPPA3+ cells in close contact with the TmCH+

gut-like structure at 120 hours. At 120 hours, Sox2VE-high cells in contact with
FOXA2+ gut-like domain or DPPA3+ cells in contact with TmCH+ gut-like domain
were observed in seven of nine TLSs (see also fig. S14D). Scale bars, 20 mm for
76-hour TLS, 50 mm for 108-hour TLS (20 mm for magnifications), 25 mm for
120-hour TLS. Red arrowheads, gut-like structure; white arrowheads, DPPA3+ PGCLCs.
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assembly play an important role in somite and
neural tube formation (21,22),we askedwhether
FN1, which is highly expressed in TLSs, was
retained byMatrigel, as recently shown in 2D
culture (fig. S7C) (23). FN1 protein clearly ac-
cumulatedat theTLS-Matrigel interface; thiswas
not observed in gastruloids, where FN1 likely
diffuses into themedium (Fig. 2G, fig. S7D, and
movie S10). Taken together, our data suggest
that the activation of morphogenetic programs
by Matrigel embedding is driven by ECM as-
sembly involving integrins and fibronectin.

Single-cell RNA-seq demonstrates embryo-like
dynamics of cell differentiation

Wenext focused on the TLS condition because
it produced the most in vivo–like structures.
After confirming reproducibility at the molec-
ular level (fig. S8, A to C), we performed a
time-resolved single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq)
analysis on a total of 20,294 postprocessed cells
sampled from TLSs at 96, 108, and 120 hours

(fig. S9A). Clustering analysis identified 14 dif-
ferent cell states. The larger clusters corre-
sponded to derivatives of the PSM and NE that
flank putative NMPs, whereas smaller clusters
comprised endoderm, endothelial cells, and
primordial germ cell–like cells (PGCLCs) (fig.
S9B). The main clusters organized into a con-
tinuum of states recapitulating spatiotemporal
features of the developing postoccipital embryo
(Fig. 3A). Across the three time points sampled,
progenitor cells gradually decreased in favor
of more mature neural and somitic cells as
development progressed (Fig. 3B and fig. S9C).
Putative NMPs coexpressing T and SOX2, or
TmCH, Sox2VE, and CDX2, were located at the
posterior end at 96 and 120 hours (Fig. 3C
and fig. S10, A to C) (10, 24). TLS-NMPs thus
display an in vivo–like NMP signature and
have the highest differentiation potential, as
they give rise to differentiating cells of both
neural and mesodermal lineages (Fig. 3C and
fig. S10, D to F).

RNA velocity analysis revealed neural and
somitic trajectories rooted in theNMPs, further
suggesting that the TLS recapitulates the de-
velopmental dynamics observed in the mid-
gestational embryo (Fig. 4A and fig. S11A) (25).
In vivo, NMPs and their descendants are ar-
ranged in order of progressive maturity along
the posterior-to-anterior axis (8). Accordingly,
ordering of TLS-derived cells along a pseudo-
temporal trajectory showed that the somitic
trajectory reflects the genetic cascade observed
in the embryo (Fig. 4B and fig. S12A). For
example, the trajectory from Fgf8+ NMPs and
PSM, through the determination front marked
by Mesp2, to Meox1+ somites, was faithfully
recapitulated, and the embryo-like spatial ar-
rangement was confirmed by whole-mount in
situ hybridization (Fig. 4C) (8). Likewise, the
genetic cascade from NMPs to neural progen-
itors reflected the in vivo differentiation path
in space and time (Fig. 4D). Subclustering of the
neural cells demonstrated that TLSs generate
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Fig. 5. TLS cell states are embryo-like and Tbx6–/– TLSs recapitulate the
embryonic knockout phenotype. (A) Schematic of our comparative tran-
scriptome analysis of TLSs with postoccipital E7.5 and E8.5 embryos at the
single-cell level. (B) TLS UMAP colored by assigned embryonic cell states. TLS
clusters are projected as corresponding colored contours. Blue font, TLS
clusters; red font, embryo clusters. (C) Split heatmap with percentage of
assigned cells (dark gray) and certainty score (orange) for TLS cells from
the indicated cluster upon unbiased mapping to the in vivo counterpart. Font
colors as in (B). (D) Alluvial plot of percentage of cells assigned to the indicated

in vivo clusters in 96-, 108-, and 120-hour TLSs. (E) Simplified schematics of
Tbx6–/– in vivo phenotype and knockout/reporter constructs. (F) Quantification
of segmentation phenotype in TLS-Tbx6–/–. Data represent three different
experiments performed with two independent mESC lines of each genotype.
(G) Formation of ectopic neural tubes in TLS-Tbx6–/–. Ectopic neural tubes are
identified as SOX2+/Tbx6VE+ tubular structures flanking the main SOX2+-only
neural tube. Green, SOX2; magenta, Tbx6VE. White arrowheads indicate
Tbx6VE+ somites in the wild type (WT) and Tbx6VE+/SOX2+ ectopic neural tubes
in Tbx6–/–. Scale bars, 50 mm.
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both dorsal and ventral neural subtypes, with
dorsal subtypes beingmore prevalent (fig. S12B)
(13). The analysis ofHox gene expression at con-
secutive time points showed in vivo–like collin-
ear activation, as described for gastruloids (fig.
S12C) (3). To test whether TLS somites establish
cell states segregated along the dorsal-ventral
(D-V) and anterior-posterior (A-P) somite axes in
vivo, we reclustered all somitic cells. At 96 hours,
we detected two main groups corresponding
to the Uncx+ posterior and Tbx18+ anterior
somite domains, in line with the A-P polarity
established during segmentation (fig. S13, A
and B) (6, 8). At 120 hours, we found distinct
clusters of Pax3+ (putative dorsal dermomyo-
tomal) and Pax1+ (putative ventral sclerotomal)
cells, as well as a small cluster of Lbx1+/Met+

putative migratory limb muscle precursors
(fig. S13, C to F) (8, 26). In addition, Scx+

syndetome cells were detected (fig. S13G),
and Uncx and Tbx18 expression were anti-
correlated (fig. S13H).
Primordial germ cell (PGC) specification in

the embryo occurs between embryonic day (E)
6.0 and E6.5 via T-mediated activation of
Blimp1 and Prdm14, and at E7.5, nascent
PGCs can be identified as a group of DPPA3+

cells in the posterior primitive streak, which
later migrate along the hindgut to the gonads
(27, 28). We assigned PGCLC identity using
marker genes characteristic for PGCs and
identified their location in the TLS (Fig. 4E
and fig. S14). At 76 hours, roughly correspond-
ing to stage E6.5, we detected T/Prdm14VE–
coexpressing cell clusters (Fig. 4E and fig. S14,
A and B). At 108 hours, we found a group of
Sox2VE-high cells that coexpressed DPPA3 (Fig.
4E and fig. S14C). At 120 hours, Sox2VE-high

cells were detected in contact with FOXA2+

cells, and DPPA3+ cells in contact with a TmCH+

gut-like epithelial structure (Fig. 4E and fig.
S14D). These data show that TLSs contain cells
displaying characteristics typical for PGCs.

TLSs display a high complexity of cell states
that match their in vivo counterparts

Single-cell comparison of 120-hour gastruloids
with 120-hour TLSs identified different propor-
tions of the major cell states (fig. S15, A to C).
A more refined analysis revealed a higher
complexity of cell states in TLSs (fig. S16, A
to E, fig. S17, A to F, and fig. S18, A to D), and
expression of later (more posterior)Hox genes
suggests development intomore advanced trunk
stages (fig. S18, E and F). The comparison of
TLSs with TLSCL showed that in the latter, (i)
sclerotomal and more mature neural cells are
virtually absent, and (ii) somitic as well as
endothelial cell identities are altered (fig.
S15, B and C, fig. S16, A and B, fig. S17, A to G,
and fig. S18, A and B). Application of RNA
velocity confirmed that in TLSCL, NMPs are
highly biased toward the mesodermal lineage,
whereas contribution to the neural lineage is

diminished relative to TLS-NMPs; this is fur-
ther corroborated by up-regulation of posterior
PSM and down-regulation of neural marker
genes (fig. S15, D and E) (8, 13).
To investigate how close the cellular states

identified in TLSs resemble those in embryos,
wemapped TLS single-cell transcriptomes to a
scRNA-seq compendiumof postoccipital embry-
onic cellular subtypes (Fig. 5A) (29). The data
revealed globally high accordance of TLS and
embryonic cell states including characteristic
marker genes, and pairwise comparison of
mapped clusters identified only a small frac-
tion of differentially expressed genes (Fig. 5, B
and C, and fig. S19, A to D). Of note, PS- and
early NMP–like cells were exclusively present
at 96 hours and were replaced by late NMP–
like cells at 108 and 120 hours (Fig. 5D). Taken
together, our scRNA-seq analyses demonstrate
that the TLS executes gene regulatory programs
in a spatiotemporal order resembling that of
the embryo.

Knockout TLSs display the embryonic
mutant phenotype

Finally, to explore the utility of TLSs further,
we conducted a proof-of-concept experiment
to testwhether gene ablationwould reproduce
the embryonicmutant phenotype. In vivo, loss
of Tbx6 results in transdifferentiation of
prospective PSM and subsequent formation
of ectopic neural tubes at the expense of PSM
and somites (Fig. 5E) (30, 31). We deleted Tbx6
from Tbx6::H2B-Venus (Tbx6Ve) mESCs and
generated TLSs, which clearly failed to form
somites even upon treatment with CHIR or
CHIR/LDN (Fig. 5, E and F, and fig. S20, A and
B). Quantitative polymerase chain reaction
analysis on fluorescence-activated cell sorter–
purified Tbx6VE+ cells revealed up-regulation
of neural markers at the expense of (P)SM
markers in Tbx6–/– cells, thus recapitulating
the in vivo phenotype at the molecular level
(fig. S20C). Finally, whole-mount immuno-
fluorescence analysis for SOX2 showed that
Tbx6–/– TLSs generated ectopic Tbx6VE+ neu-
ral tubes, whereas gastruloids, TLSC, and TLSCL

formed an excess of morphologically indistinct
SOX2+ tissue (Fig. 5G and fig. S20, D to F).

Discussion

The TLS model provides a scalable, tractable,
readily accessible platform for investigating
the lineage decisions and morphogenetic pro-
cesses that shape the mid-gestational embryo
with high spatiotemporal resolution. Our re-
sults show that the TLS faithfully reproduces
key features of postoccipital embryogenesis, in-
cluding axial elongationwith coordinated neu-
ral tube, gut, and somite formation as well as
PGCLCs. Accordingly, genetic manipulation
of the TLS faithfully reproduced the morpho-
genetic andmolecular changes observed in vivo.
Thus, the TLSs will enable deeper analysis of

the ontogeny of mutant phenotypes and pro-
vide an additional tool for investigating mor-
phogenetic mechanisms unavailable in vivo.We
also envision that the TLSC and TLSCL mod-
els may become important for testing current
concepts of somitogenesis—for instance, the
hypothesis that somite size and shape are con-
trolled by local cell-cell interactions (9).
Mechanistically, our data highlight a crucial

role for the ECM surrogate in unlocking the
potential of in vitro derived mESC aggregates,
although future efforts will have to address
the exact functional contribution of individual
components and biophysical properties (fig. S21),
possibly using modular synthetic 3D matrices
(7, 32). Alternatively, the single-cell expression
catalog of TLSs and gastruloids can provide
initial guidance for further exploration of cell-
cell and cell-matrix interactions and their con-
trol of embryonic architecture (fig. S7, A and B,
and figs. S22 and S23).
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high-throughput platform for decoding mammalian embryogenesis at a high level of resolution.
TLS formation is analogous to mouse development. TLSs therefore provide a scalable, tractable, and accessible 
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